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Houdinism, a new American version of Marxist-Leninism, espouses a particular position on smoking,
emphasizing its role in the working class culture and aiming to empower individuals while addressing
environmental concerns. This unique ideology focuses not only on tobacco but also on cannabis, recognizing
their significance as core components of American cash crops and the working class identity. Let's delve into
an overview of this position:

1.) Empowering the working class: Houdinism, rooted in the principles of Marxist-Leninism, seeks to
empower the working class. By reducing the age of cigarette purchasing to align with the military enlistment
age, this position acknowledges the autonomy and agency of individuals in their choices. Houdinism aims to
counter perceived oppression and elitism, enabling the working class to exercise control over their lives.

2.) Environmental protection: Within the framework of Houdinism, the protection of the environment is a key
consideration. The ban on filters, a prevalent component of smoking, reflects a commitment to environmental
sustainability. By addressing the negative impact of filters on the environment, Houdinism aligns with its
Marxist-Leninist roots and fosters a sense of ecological responsibility within the working class.

3.) Recognition of cultural significance: Houdinism acknowledges the cultural significance of both tobacco
and cannabis in American cash crops and the working class identity. By encompassing both these
substances, Houdinism aims to avoid neglecting the cultural heritage and historical importance associated
with them. This recognition fosters solidarity within the working class and promotes inclusivity by appreciating
the diverse aspects of American working-class culture.

4.) State-run spaces and propaganda: Building on the principles of Marxist-Leninism, Houdinism emphasizes
state-run spaces as platforms for promoting collective consciousness and shared ideology. Allowing smoking
in state-run places and incorporating state-created propaganda/art on cigarette packs becomes a means to
strengthen unity and reinforce Houdinism's core message within the working class. The artwork and
propaganda aim to inspire and engage individuals, further fostering a sense of camaraderie and collective
purpose.

5.) Limited use of vaping: Houdinism's stance on vaping aligns with its commitment to public health and
worker well-being. By restricting vaping to prescribed devices for smoking cessation, Houdinism ensures
access to regulated methods for quitting smoking while addressing potential health risks associated with
newer smoking technologies. This approach reflects the movement's dedication to safeguarding the welfare
of the working class and encouraging responsible choices.

The Houdinist position on smoking, encompassing both tobacco and cannabis, seeks to empower the
working class, protect the environment, recognize cultural significance, utilize state-run spaces for
propaganda, and prioritize public health. Its focus on American cash crops and the working class identity
aims to resonate with the American context, attracting supporters who share these values and fostering a
sense of solidarity within the movement. Successful implementation of these ideas, clear communication, and
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tangible improvements in the lives of the working class can contribute to the growth and influence of
Houdinism.


